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Social Media as Game Strategy:
Twitter in the #InfoLit Instruction Session
Q: Why Twitter?
Twitter users comprise 20% of
adults who are online.
However, those who are on Twitter
are more engaged as social
media users than the users of any
other platform.
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Team 1: Start with #ferguson in twitter advanced
search. Try different search limiters. #LIB200A10
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Team 1: Next, identify 3 hashtags related to
#ferguson. Write them down. #LIB200A10
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Set-Up Your Game
									1. Create a Twitter account
									2. Give your class a hashtag
										--make it something unique!
								 3. Create a shared document
										--Google Doc, PrivatePad, etc.
									4. Shorten any shared URLs
										--bit.ly, tinyurl, etc.

Privacy

If you don’t want your students using public Twitter
accounts, set-up a few Twitter accounts. Teach “team”
can use one Twitter account to search & respond,
which can then be re-used for future classes.

Team 1: 3rd Step, use hashtags you’ve collected to
conduct an advanced search in “Find Articles” from:
plattsburgh.edu/library #LIB200A10
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Team 1: Last step, add links to #ferguson articles to
your group biblio: bit.ly/1u2OeH8. Make sure they’re
scholarly! #LIB200A10

#Ferguson Used Differently on Twitter
and Instagram

Apply so-called
“distractions”-- for #infolit!

“...one of the fields where
gamification may have a greater
impact is online learning. Its
potential benefits may address
well-known issues such as...the
lack of student motivation due to
the limited capacity of interaction
with teacher and classmates.”
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Students create an
Anno-”Tweeted” Bibliography:
evaluate sources, comment
and engage.
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...because Twitter’s
hashtags link users to
(public) conversations
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Twitter also provides
context to
SCHOLARSHIP
as CONVERSATION

Don’t silence--Engage!

R e s e a r c h a s I n q u ir y :
T o p i c E x p l o r a ti o n a n d
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Retrieved from: http://www.pewinternet.org/2015/01/9/social-media-update-2014/pi_2015-01-09_social-media_10/

A: Pedagogy!
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Provide students with an
alternative means of participation
Support experiential learning in
digital literacy by using everyday
tools to apply ideas about
scholarship as a conversation.
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